How is Greenwich Housing Society run?

Where to find your Stopcock

As a small Housing Society, we are run by Management
Committee who oversee both day to day and longer-term
issues of the Society They also ensure that we remain solvent and comply with the requirements of The Regulator for
Social Housing. All of the committee members are voluntary and freely give their time to ensure that GHS continues
to operate effectively and for the interests of residents. At
the moment there are 9 members on the committee with a
range of skills from Housing Management, Surveying, Architecture and Media Skills, a number of the committee are
local residents.

It is important that you know where your
mains water stop cock is in the event of a
leak. At Glenluce the stopcocks are located in the basement and clearly marked for
each flat. For Hatfield the stopcock should
be located under your sink, it would be a
good idea to be sure you know where it is.
In the New Year we plan to check their location and make sure they are clearly
marked and in working order.

To manage our homes, we contract the management services to Mary Loftus, whom you will all know and to manage our finances we use the services of Kathy Moss.
In addition, we use a number of local contractors to carry
out the day-to-day maintenance of our homes and we use
larger contractors for larger and more complex projects.
Next year we will produce some information for you about
how we spend your rents, how we compare with other
Housing Associations and other details to help you understand how we are doing.

Be Cyber Safe this year
Due to coronavirus, more people will be doing their festive
shopping online this year. If hackers get into your device or
accounts, they could access your money, your personal
information, or information about your business. Follow
these suggestions to stay safe.
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Security
It is important for the safety and security of
all residents that you do not let any unknown persons into the blocks. Remember
always ask for some ID if you are letting
people into your home. Don’t be afraid to
refuse entry.

Household Rubbish
At this time of year the rubbish collection
service will be disrupted and take place on
different days. Please ensure you double
bag any food waste that is disposed of in
the bin container - please do not leave any
items outside the bin store or against the
blue recycle bin as the refuse collectors
will not remove these items
If a bin collection is missed, you can call
Greenwich Council on 0208 854 8888 or it
is possible to report it online at: -

Christmas and New Year
Information
Gas Safety
GHS 2020
In the garden
Covid-19
Useful Information
Contact Us:
Greenwich Housing Society
12 Glenluce Road
Blackheath
London SE3 7SB

https://www.royalgreenwich.gov.uk/
info/200171/recycling_and_rubbish/663/
report_bin_or_collection_problems

Email green-

greenwichhousingsociety.org.uk

•

Use a strong and separate password for your emails

•

Create strong password using three random words

•

Save your Passwords in your browser

Barclays Bank Westcombe Park

•

Turn on two factor authentications

•

Update your devices

•

Back up your data

The Barclay Bank at Westcombe Park is
closing on 15th January 2021. The nearest branches will now be in Blackheath
Village of Lewisham High Street. You will
be able to draw out cat at the local Post
Office.

More information can be found at:
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https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/cyberaware/home
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Welcome to the Greenwich Housing Society seasonal Newsletter for 2020. This year has been a year without precedent
that no-one for saw as we celebrated the New Year. The
Covid-19 pandemic has changed our lives, thrown up many
challenges and brought life as we knew it to an abrupt halt.
Many of the things we took for granted such as travel, theatre, church have all temporarily come to an end. With a first
lockdown in March, relaxation over the summer followed by
tiers and a further lockdown it has been a tough year.
Despite this we have ensured that we have responded to a
number of emergencies and carried a number of improvements. John our gardener has continued to work throughout
the year keeping the gardens look good and I hope that you
were able to make use of them during the summer.
Mary has continued to visit every week and Steve the Chair
of GHS joined her on many occasions.
We are not aware of any COVID-19 cases within either of our
schemes and we have ensured that any contractors working
for us have observed safe COVID-19 working practices.
I am sure that you are, as we all are, disappointed that Christmas is going to be different this year, but we need to comply
with the regulations to ensure that we and our friends and
family remain safe and well.

Website

Covid-19 Update
As of midnight on Saturday London was placed in the New Tier
4, with new stricter rules on travelling and mixing with people.
For full details please check the
BBC, Government or NHS Service Web sites.

It has been announced that a vaccine has been approved for
use in the UK, however it seems it will be sometime in the
spring before most people receive the vaccine, in the meantime we continue to be vigilant and follow all the guidelines
and good practice. Hopefully during next year, we will begin
to see a return to a degree of normality.
In the meantime, please see the arrangements we have in
place for Christmas and New Year and some information and
advice.
Finally, the Committee and staff of Greenwich Housing Society wish a very Merry Christmas and Best Wishes for the New
Year.

The Management Committee and staff
of Greenwich Housing Society wish
you a very Merry Christmas and all
the best for 2021

GHS – 2020 and the future

Rent Statements

Despite the challenge that the Covid-19 pandemic presented we have dealt the normal day to day repairs and maintenance, some emergencies and some improvements to our
properties.

We have been producing rent statements
for you for the past couple of years, they
enable you to check that your payments
have been received and see the balance
on your account. The next statement will
be as of 31st December 2020 which you
will receive in January.

John our gardener for both Hatfield and Glenluce explains what is happening in the garden at this
time of year with a couple of tips.

Rent Increase

The winter jasmine has begun flowering at Glenluce. It has none of the characteristic scent of the
plant family but its cheery buttery yellow bloom to help dispel winter gloom.

There was a major water leak at Glenluce which happened
in the middle of the night. Fortunately, Mary and our contractor JCElectrical got out of their beds and were able to
stop quickly find the and stop it. With the repair completed
the following day. The cause was a failed water filter, all of
properties have similar filters fitted, however they are very
inaccessible and for the moment we propose to do nothing.
However, it is important to know where your stopcock is so
you can isolate you supply in an emergency (Please refer
to the useful information in this Newsletter)
Again at Glenluce the roof failed during the wettest day of
the year. Working with our contractor Tony Hall the roof has
been repaired and we hope it will last for many years.
We have carried out work to a drain at Glenluce as it kept
backing up into one of the flats, we are not sure that this
has solved the problem and may need to get Thames Water involved.
Most unusually we had an infestation of bees
at Hatfield Court during the summer, but after a
couple of visits from a Pest control company
the matter was resolved.
The lighting at both Hatfield and Glenluce was past its useful life so we have upgraded the lights with low energy fittings which operate with microwave motion sensors. There
were a couple of issues at Glenluce, but we listened to you
and have made some minor changes.
All the gas safety checks have been completed and in the
New Year we need to replace the Carbon Monoxide detectors in each flat. Mary will be in touch.
We also need to carry out cyclical decorations on both
schemes, we will be specifying this in the new year with a
view to carrying out he work in the summer of 2021.

For the moment these only the plans we have, but if there
is something that concerns you or you feel needs to attending to please let Mary know.

Each year we review the rents and service costs that we charge you. The
amount of rent increase is governed by
the Regulator of Social Housing, the service costs are for items such as electricity,
gardening and window cleaning these are
based on the charges we pay for these
services. The Management Committee of
GHS will be setting the rents in January
which will apply from April 2021. We will
write to you with the details in February.
Flushing your toilet
We have had a number of blockages in the
drains at Glenluce
Road, despite some
modifications to the
drains this seems to
still occur occasionally. Could you ensure
that you only put toilet tissue down the toilet and not other items such as wet wipes
which cause a problem not only for us but
for Thames Water.
Washing Machines and Driers
If you use the washing machines or driers
at Hatfield Court could make sure that you
clean the soap trays out and the filter on
the drier. This will ensure that it is ready
for use by the next person.
Emergency Call Outs

Summer in the garden at Hatfield Court

We know that emergencies
happen from time to time
and we always respond
quickly. However, if is something that could wait until normal working
hours, such as a failed light bulb or
blocked sink it will save GHS considerable
sums as we pay currently £300.00 for an
out hours call. Don’t hesitate to call us is
there if there is a risk to life or a serious
Health and Safety issue.

In the Garden

Whilst the weather stays mild and wet the grass will continue to grow, once the temperature drops
below 5 degrees Celsius it will stop, I mow the grass on a high blade setting at this time of year.
Leaves are an issue at this time of year, but the leaf drop is nearly over with many plants becoming
dormant to prepare for the cold of winter. Holly is a seasonal favourite especially if it has abundant
berries and can be cut to make indoor decorations.

The Pyracantha ‘Orange glow at Hatfield and the' Firethorn' at Glenluce are laden with berries to
feed the birds through winter. Primroses are popping up in the front borders at Hatfield alongside the
Rosa rugosa 'hips. The Honey flower in the front at Glenluce looks majestic with its glaucous, pinnate leaves.
Things to do this month:







plant cyclamen, winter pansies and heathers for winter
colour
plant bulbs in pots or in the borders for spring colour.
(snowdrops, crocuses, anemones, daffs, tulips, alliums for
colour from Jan to May)
cut holly, ivy and plants with berries for wreaths and in
door decoration
cut a posy of plant stems (about 20cm or 8 inches long) for
a table displays. Include flowers and scented herbs and
evergreen foliage
And remember to feed the birds.

The Brothers Bakery
Mary and Steve have been visiting our properties at Hatfield Court and Glenluce Road at least
once a week since the pandemic began in
March 2020 to check on our residents and
homes. Whilst we enjoy the visits they have
been made more pleasurable by dropping into
The Brothers Bakery for great coffee and our
weekly bread. We always receive a warm welcome from Kaz and Erol and feel like real regulars. This week they celebrated two years of
trading.
If you haven’t visited then please do so on your
next trip out as the coffee is delicious and they
have a mouth watering selection of cakes and
pastries.

